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Architecture Design Team

Systems Philosophy



�  Understand the problem:

Domain storytelling, event storming, impact

mapping, rich picture

�  Understand the systems you have

�  Record expensive decisions

�   Analyse your current context and strategy

�  Keep doing all the above



DOMAIN STORYTELLING

Fully align all project participants and stakeholders, both technical and
business-focused
Draw clear boundaries to organise your domain, software, and teams
Transform domain knowledge into requirements
Gain better visibility of your landscape so you can consolidate it or optimise it



DOMAIN STORYTELLING

Source: domainstorytelling.org



�  Understand the problem:

Domain storytelling, event storming, impact mapping, etc

�  Understand the systems and their context 

C4, UML, sequence diagrams, CRC, etc

�  Record expensive decisions

�   Analyse your current context and strategy

�  Keep doing all the above



More about languages: http://m.nautil.us/issue/54/the-unspoken/the-rise-and-fall-of-the-english-sentence
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Class Diagram

Source: https://www.diagrams.net/blog/c4-modelling



�  Understand the problem:
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Architecture Decision Records

�   Analyse your current context and strategy

�  Keep doing all the above
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�  Understand the problem:

Domain storytelling, event storming, impact mapping, etc
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Bytesize architecture sessions



Bytesize
Architecture
Sessions

Short

Recurrent

Alone together

Consensus



�  Understand the problem:

Domain storytelling, event storming, impact mapping, etc

�  Understand the systems and their context 

C4, UML, sequence diagrams, CRC, etc

�  Record expensive decisions

ADR

�   Analyse your current context and strategy

Wardley maps

�  Keep doing all the above:

Bytesize architecture sessions



THANKS TO YOU 

Alvaro Videla 

SPECIAL THANKS TO:



ADR resources and tooling https://adr.github.io/

The C4 Model for Software Architecture  https://www.infoq.com/articles/C4-architecture-

model/

Domaing Storytelling: https://domainstorytelling.org/

Awesome Domain storytelling: https://github.com/hofstef/awesome-domain-storytelling

Domain Storytelling - Facilitator's Guide to Enhance Learning in Your Organization by Mufrid

Krilic - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANfYEt16vRI

Bytesize Architecture Sessions http://www.roundcrisis.com/2021/09/28/bytesize-architecture-

sessions/

Key characteristics of systems Russel Ackoff: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=OqEeIG8aPPk

What is architecture https://www.bredemeyer.com/whatis.htm

Resources


